WEST VIRGINIA SWAMPED, 38-0

Through Perfect Time Play and Powerful Attack Vanishes
Out Five of Eight 

Pennsylvania found an easy oppor-
tunity for a romp against West Virginia Saturday, and 
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LOCAL MEN PREFERRED

Sentiment Favor Selection of University Men to Fill Recent Vacancies in the Faculty.
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LOCAL MEN PREFERRED

Sentiment Favor Selection of University Men to Fill Recent Vacancies in the Faculty.

Among the members of the faculty in the Medical School and among the undergraduates it seems to be the universal opinion that the son of Dr. Elwood F. 

The school itself is the celebrated Chicago urgan who is more noted at Xanthus than at West Virginia.

The Opportunity is Here. Have you ever been in Providence?

Have you ever been in Providence? This is the time to go. Hand in your name at The Pennsylvania office at 1 P.M., Monday, November 10th.
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BANQUET TO DR. CLEVELAND
Instructor Honored by Wharton School Faculty Before Assuming Duties as Government Investigator.

Dr. Frederick A. Cleveland, Director of the Philadelphia Bureau of Municipal Research, was given a testimonial dinner at the City Club Saturday evening by friends who wished to express their appreciation of his selection by President Taft to revise the methods of the Government Departments in Washington.

Among the invited guests were Mayor Reyburn, Dr. Neff, Director of the Department of Health and Charities; Dr. Braucht, City Controller Walton, and William H. Allen and Bruce, directors of the New York Bureau of Municipal Research.

Many prominent business men and municipal officials were present to honor Dr. Cleveland. Letters of regret were read from Charles C. Harrison, Provost of the University of Pennsylvania; Dr. Leo H. Rowe and Dr. Rosy R. Johnson, both professors in the University.

Outlining his new duties, Dr. Cleveland stated that he will direct a careful study of the business problems of each department of the Government; of the way the administrative divisions are organized, and of the business methods employed. Then it is his intention to apply efficient tests to find out just where the alleged leakage in the Government’s methods exist, and will then strive to suggest a remedy that will result in an economical and efficient administration. Dr. Cleveland believes that the methods which have proved to be valuable and profitable in private business organizations are just as applicable to the more important matters and vast interests of the Government.

Dr. Cleveland’s office in Washington will be in the White House, so that he may be in direct communication with the President.

The speeches made during the course of the evening were highly complimentary and full of praise for the contributions of the guest of the evening to the cause of business administration in municipal government and private business management.
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and ran through the mass of players for a touchdown. Cousens kicked the goal. Scott boosted an outside kick on a fake formation. Jourdet recovered and ran twenty yards for a touchdown. Cousens added the goal.
Near the end of the period a triple pass from Thayer into Houck to Harrington resulted in the last touchdown.
Pennsylvania gained liberally in the last period, but Thayer’s forward pass was wild and prevented scoring. Thayer, however, scored a deep kick from the ninety yard line. Twice later he tried, but failed by a wide margin. The line-up:
Pennsylvania: E. Virginia. Spences…….left end……..Ryan (Large)
Dillon…….left tackle……..King (Murphy)
Wolferth…….left guard……..Conway (Patterson)
Conesa…….center……..Tyler (Miller)
Shoemaker, right guard……..Fred (Irwin)
Morris…….right tackle……..A. Bell (Boyle)
Marks…….right end……..Grove (Jourdet, Spences)
Scott…….quarterback……..Munk (Keough)
Young…….left halfback……..Kinney (Harrington, right halfback—Taylor (Clark)
Morrer…….discreet……..Bell (Thayer)

FATIMA
TURKISH
KNOX
BNO
CIGARETTES
CHEMISTRY

Two atoms of Hydrogen, combined with one of Oxygen, make water—just that proportion—no other.

So in Fatima Cigarettes, the same exactness in blending fine tabaccos has been made a definite science, in order that their good qualities may never, never vary.

A strong affinity exists between Fatimans and College men. No fancy box but an extra 10 cigarettes, making 20 for 15 cents.
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